
Q: Name the brush that has soft, fine bristles and is used to 

promote a healthy shine. 

 

A: Body brush or soft brush 



Q: Give another term for toes in 

 

A: Pigeon toed 

 

Source: Dictionary of Equine Terms 
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Q: Name the electric unit used to cut a horse’s hair. 

 

A: Clippers 

 

Source: Dictionary of Equine Terms 



 

Q: What is a grade horse? 

 

A: Not a purebred; a mixed breed horse 

 

Source: Dictionary of Equine Terms 
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Q: What is the slow to medium-fast three-beat collected 

canter exhibited in Western classes? 

 

A: Lope 

 

Source: Dictionary of Equine Terms 
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Q: Name the lightweight headgear designed to protect the 

rider’s head in a fall. 

 

A: Helmet 

 

Source: Dictionary of Equine Terms 



Q: Give a reason a horse should not wear a halter when 

turned out in a pasture? 

 

A: Halter could shrink, horse could get a leg caught, halter 

could get caught on something such as a fence post 

Source: Colorado 4-H Horse Project Manual 
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Q: What is the term for a young horse of either sex up to 

one year of age? 

 

A: Foal 

 

Source: Colorado 4-H Horse Project Manual 
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Q:  What vaccination is required to 

take a horse to 4-H animal shows in 

New Hampshire? 

 

A: Rabies 

 

SOURCE:  4-H Horse Project Manual 3 cat K 



Q:  What horse breed is well-

muscled, compact, and very 

powerful? It originated in the United 

States and can be used for almost 

any type of riding. 

 

A:  Quarter Horse or paint or 

appaloosa 

SOURCE:  4-H Horse Project Manual (Colorado 

State)Page:6 
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Q:  What is the face marking with 

the most white? 

 

A:  Bald face 

 

SOURCE:  4-H Horse Project Manual (Colorado 

State)Page:12 
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Q:  What should a shelter protect 

horses from? 

 

A:  Sun, wind, stormy weather (rain, 

snow, ice) 

 

SOURCE:  4-H Horse Project Manual (Colorado 

State)Page: 44 



Q:  Name two basic grooming tools 

 

A: Curry comb (or groom mitt), 

dandy brush, body brush, cloth 

(towel, rag), hoof pick, clippers, 

shedding blade (scrape stick), mane 

and tail comb 

 

SOURCE:  4-H Horse Project Manual (Colorado State)ge:

 61 
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Q:  How often should a horse be 

groomed? 

 

A: At least once a day 

 

SOURCE:  4-H Horse Project Manual (Colorado 

State)Page: 65 



Q:  Horses are divided into classifications by what type of 

use they are suited for.  For example, one class of horses is 

draft horses. Give another classes of horses besides draft.  

 

A:  Stock, pony, English, gaited, hunter, sporthorse 

(warmblood), crossbred, color breed, registered. 

 

Source: Colorado Page  8 Cat  
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Q:  How old is a horse when the seven year hook on his 

teeth becomes visible? 

 

A:  7 years (6 – 8 yrs) 

 

Source: Colorado Page  18 Cat  



Q: Name a feed that provide roughage or forage to horses. 

 

A:  hay, pasture, beet pulp 

 

Source: Colorado Page  30 - 32 Cat  



Q:  How would you know you have poor quality hay that 

should not be given to a horse? 

 

A:  bad odor, musty, dusty, lacks green color, weedy, 

stemmy, foreign material 

Source: Colorado Page  31 Cat  
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Q:  Name a horse care service that is included in full board 

 

A:  feed (hay, grain), cleaning, bedding, trunout 

 

Source: Colorado Page  47 Cat  

 

 

 



Q: Why is a manger tie or slip knot used? 

 

A:  when a horse is tied so he can be released easily if 

needed. 

 

Source: Colorado Page  81 Cat  
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Q: Name a natural aid 

 

A:  voice, weight (or seat), legs, hands (any three) 

 

Source: Colorado Page  87 Cat  



Q:  Which gait am I describing?  A natural, smooth, ground 

covering two beat diagonal gait. English riders usually post 

and western riders usually sit to this gait. 

 

A:  trot or jog 

 

Source: Colorado Page  90 Cat M  2009 

 



Q: When approaching a horse in a field, why is it important 

to talk to it? 

 

A:  so you do not startle it (the horse may not see you but 

will hear you if you speak to it) 

Source: Colorado Page 104  Cat H  2009 



Q:  Name a location on the horse where zebra stripes might 

be located. 

 

A:  Neck, withers, body, legs 

 

Source: Dictionary of equine terms Page  298 Cat F 

  2009 
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Q:  At a show or other equine gathering, what is the 

meaning of a red ribbon in a horse’s tail? 

  

A: the horse kicks 

 

Source: Dictionary of equine terms Page  230 Cat 

 j  2009 
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Q:  What tool is used to clean manure, sticks and rocks 

from a horse’s hooves? 

  

A:  hoof pick 

 

Source: Dictionary of equine terms Page  142 Cat 

 N  2009 



Name three pieces of information that should be on a stall 

card on your horse’s stall. 

 

name, description, allergies, vices, special needs, where 

you can be reached,  veterinarian phone ,farrier phone, feed 

store phone, feeding directions. 

Barn Safety 1 

H     2009 



 

On an English saddle, name the straps under the flaps that 

the girth attaches to? 

 

Billets 

 

Colorado Manual 80 

G   2009 
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What is a hackamore? 

 

A bitless bridle. 

 

Colorado Manual 77 

G   2009 



What are the symptoms of thrush? 

 

Black discharge and a foul smell coming from the frog. 

 

Colorado Manual 120 

 

N    2009 
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What color is a third place ribbon? 

 

 

yellow 

Colorado Manual  124 

 

J     2009 

 



 

 

Q: Name two horse professionals who can help you 

evaluate the suitability of a horse prior to purchase 

A: Veterinarian, trainer, instructor, 4-H leader (pg 4) 



 

Q: Name two stock horse breeds 

A: Quarter horse, appaloosa, Arabian, paint, morgan, 

POA (pg 5) 



Q:   What are the easy going gaits of the stock horse? 

A: Walk, jog, and lope (pg 5) 



Q: What color is a horse that is black all over with no 

light areas and a black mane and tail? White face and leg 

markings are acceptable  

A Black (pg 10) 



Q: What color horse has a mixture of white and other 

colored hairs, and is usually born dark and gets lighter with 

age?  

A Gray (pg 11) 
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Q What is a white marking between the nostrils 

called?:  

A Snip (pg 12) 



Q: What teeth are inspected to determine a horses age?  

A Front teeth (incisors) (page 14) 



Q:   What is the term for a rub caused by poor fitting 

tack? 

A: Saddle sore (p 22) 



 

Q: How are sharp points on the molars prevented or 

treated?  

A: Floating (p 25) or filed by a veterinarian or dentist 



Q: What happens if drying hay in a field receives 

heavy rain? 

A: may spoil (get ruined),Loses nutrients, may heat 

and mold, may start fires (p 29) 
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Q: Horse should be fed at least how many times per 

day? 

A: two.  (p 35) 



Q: You are changing your horse’s feed. How many 

days you should take for the change? 

A: 5 days or more.  (p 35) 
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Q: What type of wire fence should not be used for 

horses? 

A: Barbed (p 45) 



Q:  Name three common hazards that you must be on the 

alert for in your horse’s stall or paddock 

A:  Loose boards, projections, nails, baling twine, baling 

wire, debris, etc. (Colo p 44) 



Q:  Name a factor that you control that affect your horse’s 

health 

A:  Stable sanitation, feeding equipment sanitation, feed 

quality, feed amount, protection from disease, properly 

fitting equipment, eliminating hazards around stable and 

pasture, watching for injuries or signs of disease, the way 

you use your horse (p 46) 

 



Q:  When might you need to show proof of a negative 

Coggin’s test for your horse? 

A:  Travel on interstate highways, shows, racetracks, 

entering a state (p 50) 



ONE on ONE  

 

Q:  Name a reason for regular grooming of a horse. 

A:  Give the horse a clean, shiny coat and skin; stimulate 

muscle tone; gentle most horses; provide opportunity to 

examine the horse closely ) (Colorado p 61) 



Q:  How often should a farrier trim a horse’s hooves? 

A:  Every 6 – 8 weeks (Colorado p 65) 
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Q:  If a horse has a freeze brand, what color will the hair be 

where the brand is? 

A:  white (dictionary p 114) 



Q:  Name two types of bedding that are considered good 

for horses 

A:  Straw, sawdust, wood shavings, sand, peat moss, 

leaves, sugarcane stalks (dictionary p 26) rice hulls, 

shredded paper (HIH) 
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Q:  What do we call a man-made structure used to shelter 

horses and their equipment and feed? 

A: Barn; stable  (dictionary p 23, 253) 
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Q:  What is the term for a large knotted bag that is filled 

with hay and is designed to be tied on a stall or trailer and 

used for a hay feeder? 

A:  Hay net  (dictionary p 130) 
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Q:  How many hands are used on the reins to direct rein? 

A:  Two (Colo pg 123) 

 



Q:  What is the age for a colt? 

A:  Under 4 years (Colo pg 122) 
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Q:  What is the term for a female horse under 4? 

A:  Filly (Colo pg 123) 
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Q:  How many inches in a hand? 

A:  Four (Colo pg 123) 
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Q:  What type of riding might use a split ear headstall? 

A:  Western (Colo pg 125) 



Q:  Other than buying a horse, name an expense of owning 

a horse 

A:  Feed, hoof care, veterinary care, tack & equipment, 

transportation (HIH 110-3) 



Q:  Owning a horse has been proven to be good for youth. 

Name a benefit of horse ownership? 

A:  Responsibility; self confidence; improved coordination, 

strength and agility; social skills; personal discipline; 

family unity (teamwork); relaxation (fun) (HIH 110-4) 
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Q:  The weather can affect how much feed a horse needs. 

What weather condition increases a horse’s energy needs? 

A:  Cold (HIH 120-3) 
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Q:  Name a pony breed 

 

A:  POA, Shetland, welsh, hackney (and others) 

 

(Colorado pg 8) 



Q:  What color horse has a golden yellow body with a 

white mane and tail? 

 

A: Palomino 

 

(Colorado pg 14) 
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Q:  Name a color breed 

 

A:  Pinto, Palomino, and Buckskin 

 

(Colorado pg 8) 



Q:  What is the term for the appaloosa coat pattern that is a 

white body with dark spots over the entire body? 

 

A:  Leopard 

 

(Colorado pg 16) 
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Q:  What is the maximum height for a pony? 

 

A:  14.2 hands 

 

(Colorado pg 17) 

 



Q:  When you say a horse is 15.3 hands, how many inches 

above 15 hands is he? 

 

A:  3 (three) 

 

(Colorado pg 17) 



BONUS QUESTION 

 

Q:  Name three parts of the bottom of the hoof 

 

A:  Toe, quarter, heel, white line, wall, sole, buttress, frog, 

bars, point of frog 
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BONUS QUESTION  

Q:  Name three parts of the horse that can be found on 

BOTH the front and the hind legs 

 

A:  Cannon, ankle, fetlock, pastern, coronet, hoof, chestnut, 

ergot 

 

Pg 20 
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Q:  On what part of the horse is a sand crack found? 

 

 

A:  The hoof (the quarter) 
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Q:  What is the minimum ceiling height for a stall? 

 

A:  8 feet 

 

Page 47 

 



BONUS QUESTION 

 

Q:  Name three materials that can be used for horse fencing 

 

A:  Wire (smooth, not barbed), PVC (plastic), boards, 

poles, electric tape 
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BONUS QUESTION 

 

Q:  Name three possible causes of colic 

 

A:  sudden change in feeding practices, overfeeding, 

parasites (worms), poor quality feed, dehydration, eating 

sand, twisted intestine, pregnancy 
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Q:  What ailment is the number one killer of horses? 

 

A:  Colic 
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Q:  Other than giving a horse worming medicine, name a 

way to prevent worms 

 

A:  Avoid feeding off the ground, pick up manure or drag 

pastures to break up manure piles 
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Q:  What brush should be used on the horse’s head? 

 

A:  Body brush, soft brush, fine bristle brush, or face brush 
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BONUS QUESTION  

 

Q: Name two of the three main types of bit 

 

A:  Curb, snaffle, spade 
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Q:  What is the mouthpiece of a bridle? 

 

A:  Bit 
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Q:  What part of the horse is affected by heaves? 

 

A:  The lungs (respiratory system) 
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BONUS QUESTION  

 

Q:  What two colors are found in a piebald horse? 

 

A:  black and white 
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Q:  What is the term for riding equipment or gear? 

 

A:  Tack 
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